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Abstract 

Programmability in networking may span multiple layers of the protocol stack. As cloud 

networking with resource management (orchestration of workloads), and automation 

evolved, hardware in computer networks also has also adapted to support better isolation 

principles while supporting forwarding functions. In this thesis, generic hardware such as 

servers was assumed to take on the role of legacy switching functions. In order to 

perform at the line rate, many data plane acceleration methods have been explored. We 

provided integration of one such data plane acceleration method, namely netmap, to the 

modular software switch initiative, xDPd (eXtensible Data Plane daemon). We present 

the measurement results with achieved improvements at levels of about 20% or more. We 

also present future directions in this paradigm shift.   
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Computer systems and servers are prevalent in research and computation 

environments. Nowadays, a computer’s definition is not even applicable to the original 

device that it started as a personal computer: smartphones, laptops, network devices, 

servers, etc. all refer to a computer. This background with its mature technologies 

connects every single device together with a set of rules. The connectivity relies on 

specialized computers, so-called network devices that are running distributed protocols 

like BGP (Border Gateway Protocol), IGP (Internal Gateway Protocol), and RIP (Routing 

Information Protocol).  

In near future, we will have an internet-connected device for every equipment in 

our house. Connected device group needs ubiquitous network connectivity for 

communication or other kinds of information share. We cannot limit or guess how many 

devices will be connected to Internet through our network devices. When scale of 

connectivity of devices is compared with today, a uniform platform such as the 

“computer” will enable connectivity in a much faster rate than any specialized equipment 

may. Therefore, software running on generic hardware (in this case, “the computer”) will 

determine how connectivity is achieved. In essence, software on generic computer 

hardware may handle all networking functions in an integrated fashion with the 

applications running on such server systems. When software integration is concerned, 

performance related to reaction time of software to changes in requirements coming from 



the application becomes an important aspect of systems. For example, any time an 

application requires fast-forwarded message exchanges between networked systems, 

forwarding software should be optimized for such demands. When network devices are 

also part of the complete set of compute elements and the software that runs on them, 

there is more opportunity to separate functions performed. Therefore, a paradigm shift in 

networking is also created. Since software is key in performing the control plane 

(protocols, maintenance, configuration, etc.) of network devices, actual forwarding 

functions can be within the data plane function set. 

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a solution for managing and 

programming the network with software in this functional separation framework. SDN 

brings tools to simplify existing networking solutions and provide more flexible solution 

for the networking environment. Today’s technology advances allows us to replace all 

network devices with software running on servers. [6] 

1. Software-Defined Networking 

SDN is defined as the separation of the logical control plane from the data plane 

with functional separation principles. The separation of the logical control plane allows 

us to define a new approach to accessing lower level network services through 

abstraction layer. This abstraction layer will allow us to develop applications to replace 

network functions in common ground that binds multiple hardware vendors. From upper 

part of abstraction layer, the control mechanism of different hardware vendors will be 



same. Concept of the SDN includes 4 main points: Programmability, Agile, Centrally 

Managed, Vendor-Agnostic Open Standards. These four points brought us new network 

programmability options. Without the limitations of legacy networking technologies, we 

can design more open architectures and push innovation further. 

Components of SDN are Network Applications, Controller, Dataplane, 

Southbound Interface, and Northbound Interfaces. Figure 1 shows the legacy system 

components and SDN components. Every implementation does not need to contain all of 

the components. Main component is Dataplane. With SDN every switch becomes a 

dummy network element called as dataplane. This dataplane does not have any decision 

mechanism not like legacy network technologies. Network packets travels through this 

dataplane according controller decisions. 

 

Figure 1 Legacy Network Technologies and Software Defined Networking 



2. OpenFlow Protocol 

One proposed southbound protocol is OpenFlow. OpenFlow developed by UC 

Berkeley and Stanford University around 2008 [29]. After first few releases of 

OpenFlow, the Open Network Foundation was formed in 2011. Open Network 

Foundation releases and edits the OpenFlow standards. Currently Open Network 

Foundation released OpenFlow version 1.4. OpenFlow follows the same concept with 

SDN. Main components are dataplane, controller and applications. The standard outlines 

a protocol between a controller and a switch. The communication between the controller 

and the switch is in the control plane. Controller discovers, manages, and configures 

switches and all other network devices through OpenFlow protocol.  

3. Software Switching 

A software implementation of the forwarding functions in generic hardware has 

been an evolving advancement since the invention of Unix Operating Systems with a 

built-in networking. From early days of ARPANET, Unix Operating System was used as 

a foundation for developing the Networking systems. Bell Labs also used Unix for 

telecommunication routing. University of California, Berkeley created BSD Unix. BSD 

Unix’s networking stack is used on many modern operating systems. These operating 

systems are Linux, Microsoft Windows and Apple’s OS X. BSD Unix has many 

derivatives used currently like FreeBSD, NetBSD and OpenBSD. Linux gained 

popularity by choosing the openness and freedom.  Many small devices and embedded 



devices use Linux as their operating system. The BSD networking stack is the foundation 

for Linux networking stack. Linux networking stack evolved and continues to evolve 

every new version. In essence, the operating systems with a built-in networking stack 

provide the foundations for “software forwarding” mechanisms. On one hand, such 

mechanisms may be specialized and customized to run on custom hardware such as the 

current legacy network devices: switches, routers, etc. On the other hand, the devices 

(which are generic PC hardware) with Linux-based operating systems may utilize 

software forwarding mechanisms for the packet processing functions. In this respect, 

packet processing would be carried into the operating system stack of the generic 

hardware. This thesis mainly focuses on such cases where generic hardware is 

exploiting software switching and forwarding methods and discovering/innovating on 

data plane acceleration based on software mechanisms/methods. 

4. Thesis Accomplishment 

SDN technologies and tools allow software-based switching to run on generic 

hardware. In this thesis, a data plane acceleration method has been integrated into a 

switching daemon implementation for Linux environments. The switching/forwarding 

process is called the xDPd (extensible data path daemon). And, the data plane 

acceleration method is netmap. Furthermore, we have observed almost 20% increase in 

the data rates after such an acceleration method has been integrated and implemented. 

However, we also report measurement challenges associated with such an 



implementation. We implemented a test orchestration to run continuous data transfers to 

measure the impact of this integration. We compared our results with other existing 

forwarding software such as the OpenvSwitch project. 

5. Organization of Thesis 

The thesis document organization: chapter 2 is on background work on how SDN 

technologies have evolved, how generic and specialized hardware can be leveraged in 

SDN environments. Chapter 2 is on our efforts to integrate generic switches together with 

specialized sub-units in an SDN environment with our collaboration with Dell. Chapter 3 

is on data plane acceleration methods and their overview. Chapter 4 is on our integration 

implementation. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 present our results and measurements. And, 

chapter 7 concludes the thesis work. 

  



Chapter 2 Data Plane Programmability 

OpenFlow and Open Networking paradigms lead us to change existing 

networking hardware with more software capable network equipment. New network 

equipments are getting close to bare-metal hardware. Customers will have the option to 

put their custom firmware for their needs. This operation is very similar to how we are 

buying personal computers. Every company uses personal computers but they uses for 

different function. For example the computer used by bank is same the computer used by 

a grocery store. Now network engineers apply the same philosophy to networking 

equipment.  

What does this mean for data plane programmability? In essence, data plane is 

used by the user applications to forward traffic according to the connected system needs 

and requirements. When applications can use specific software hooks to communicate 

effectively, expect pre-determined performance over the network links, and develop 

further software constructs for better abstractions.  

1. Network Unit Design 

We inspected a couple of network equipment from different vendors. They have 

used very same Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) produced by Broadcom. 

Broadcom chips are designed to do one networking function and it is packet switching. 

Their switch architecture is store and forward method. 



i. Store-and-Forward Architecture 

Store and Forward architecture have been around more than 50 years. A packet 

comes from a port and then, it is stored in the buffer. Decision engine decides on the 

forwarding action and it forwards to according port [1]. Decision engine is hard-coded 

inside of the ASIC. The ASIC is not changeable at run-time. The switch buffers provide 

the necessary delay for the packet to traverse the matching mechanism. The methods 

require and use minimal software switching principles and mainly implemented in 

hardware. 

ii. Network Processing Units (NPUs) as Additional Resource 

Our daily network routine includes routing, load balancing and securing our 

network. These routines need custom network devices. The switching ASIC is not 

capable of doing these routines. This ASIC’s limitation created a new networking field 

called as Network Processing Units [22]. IXP1200 from Intel, NPS-400 from EZchip and 

Octeon from Cavium are some examples for NPUs. [2] Such NPU sub-units may be 

utilized to offload some of the packet processing functions in order to gain speed in the 

specific tasks done on flows in the network. 

2. Data Plane Programmability Types 

We will explain 3 different type of the Network Programmability which is 

possible with today’s network technology. In the early days, computer networks are 



designed to communicate with each other. Therefore, the first type of the Network 

Programmability has been End-to-End Network development. End-to-End Network 

development does not concern the actual path of the network packets. It trusts and uses 

the underlying mechanisms to do their work to ship network packets to their destinations. 

These underlying mechanisms are decentralized distributed network protocols which 

deals with the routing information and finding a path to destination network node. 

i. End-to-End Network Programmability 

End-to-end network programmability is a different way to indicate the 

communications between same applications on different network nodes. This can be a 

web server and a browser or any mail server. This application-based network 

programmability consists of different transport layers. Most common transport layer is 

TCP. Network transport layers are abstracted from applications developers called as 

sockets. Using these sockets, application developers implement their protocols. IMAP, 

SMTP, POP are some example for application protocols. In every end-to-end network 

application scenario, the application does not know anything about the network topology, 

speed or condition. Maybe network packets are going through 5 hops or 50 hops. In the 

end-to-end network programming, the distance from one end to other end is not 

important. Main concern is network packets are reaching to destination with correct 

content. During the transportation of the content the middle boxes can modify the 

network packets without notifying the end node. 



ii. Dynamic Configuration of Network Elements 

The end-to-end network programs are not aware of the network devices on the 

path of the packets.  Therefore, the middle-boxes are forming the network for end 

devices. While forming the network they are communicating with each other’s. Before 

the Software Defined Network paradigm, same vendor network devices are able to 

communicate with distributed protocols. Different vendor devices are not able to talk 

each other easily. In legacy (without Software Defined Networks) network, the network 

managers configured every device with scripts in a proactive way. While doing this 

configurations manually, some implementations of middle-boxes had network 

measurement mechanisms. The network managers were able to use this measurement 

mechanisms to get feedback from network nodes and make configuration changes. Still 

the measurement mechanisms are varies from vendor to vendor. There is no single 

uniform API or protocol to configure network devices. Software-Defined Network fits 

right into this picture and fixes some of these problems. SDN takes networking from 

hardware level and leverages it into software level. In software level, network managers 

or network developers may start thinking out of the box ideas. SDN is creating this new 

networking environment. SDN tries to collect every vendor into same uniform platform 

[3]. 

The OpenFlow protocol provides the mechanisms to program such network 

devices according to the application layer’s requirements with application’s constraints. 



In essence, the protocol allows the flows to be defined with layer 2 up to 5 parameters, 

quality of service guarantees, and hop-by-hop security instantiations. Therefore, it 

provides the right abstractions for this thesis work as well to integrate applications with 

software switching constructs as a mechanism to integrate requirements better. In this 

respect, this thesis work lays some of the foundation for software switching mechanisms 

to perform close to the line rates so that more of the functionality can be carried into the 

end host point while specialized programmable functions reside in the network nodes. 

iii. Network Node Programmability 

Every day brings new features to computer communications. New virtualization 

techniques allow us to create multiple computers in one physical computer [12]. Before 

this technique, network engineers were dealing one device in one physical node. Now 

network engineers need to deal with multiple devices in one physical node and this 

multiple devices can move around in the network easily. To provision the network easily 

to emerging technologies, best candidate is OpenFlow. OpenFlow is already adapted by 

most of the vendors and still continues get more features. OpenFlow tries to create a 

semi-centralized controller environment to networking devices. The controller is the main 

decision point in the network. The controller will make decisions and forward this 

decisions as flow definition to switches. OpenFlow standard establish the rules to 

simplify the network devices as much as possible. OpenFlow has limited action rules 

which can be used to modify network packet metadata such as TTL, VLAN, MPLS, etc.  



Some networking technologies are required to manipulate the flows. In those 

networking technologies, forwarding plane stays intact but the flow content changes. 

Main examples for these type of networking technologies are virtual private networks, 

custom tunneling with compression, SSL proxy. Manipulating flows at the line speed is a 

difficult job. For this reason these feature providers are developed in a custom hardware 

devices with hardware acceleration. Even though, these custom middle boxes are able to 

reach the line speed, they are specifically designed for just one feature set. This design 

locks customers and researchers into very small area. 

Network packets are formed by header fields and payload. In previous, we talked 

about the payload. In this subsection, we will talk about the header fields and call as 

metadata of the network packet. The metadata of the network packets are predefined in 

the RFC791. The middle boxes manipulate metadata according to network needs. SDN 

and specifically OpenFlow take this manipulation decisions into controller with action 

rules. Before SDN, the decision was made on the middle box and it was statically 

configured from text based interfaces (CLI). This configurations are vendor specific and 

every vendor has a different implementation. 

Hybrid network node programmability combines both network node 

programmability into one. While some applications need to manipulate flows some of 

them need to change the flow definition and some of them need to do both of them 

together. So Hybrid Network node programmability changes the packet itself and the 



metadata of the packet. The reason to combine both methods is to reach true network 

programmability. True network programmability should include every aspect of the 

network programming. In order to reach true network programmability, network 

engineers should be able to change the packet metadata as well as manipulating flows 

while they are in transmission. 

3. Dell Split Data Plane Platform 

Split Data Plane platform creates an alternative view to the networking devices. 

SDP platform includes two separate data plane: one macro data plane and second one for 

micro data plane. Macro data plane and micro data plane works together to manipulate 

and forward packets to network. The following sections will demonstrate these two data 

plane in detail. 

i. Current Implementation 

Split Data Plane be formed by two data plane. First one is macro plane and it’s a 

DELL 7024 or 7048 switch which based on Broadcom chipset. Second one is micro 

plane and it’s a Network Processing Unit from Cavium. The connection between macro 

and micro data plane is a XAUI interface which is capable of 10Gbps. Total input for 

DELL 7024 is 24 ports of 1 GigE interface with 4 combo SFP+ ports and 7048 is 48 

ports of 1 GigE interface with 4 combo SFP+ ports.  Current implementation of SDP 

includes the OpenFlow agent in the macro data plane and OpenVSwitch in the micro data 

plane. Macro plane and micro plane is visible on Figure 2. The micro data plane is using 



a Linux Operating System. Linux Operating System includes useful set of open source 

applications. As a result of the operation system choice, the application development for 

the SDP is no different from development of an application in the Linux platform. [9]  

 

Figure 2 Dell Split Data Plane Example 
 

ii. Hardware Accelerators 

The SDP has multiple programmable hardware accelerators for use in network 

node applications. These consist of mainly Encryption, Compression, Intrusion 

Detection/Prevention, Deep Packet Inspection, Storage (iSCSI), SSL/IPSec. OpenFlow 

match fields and action operations combined with these hardware accelerators creates a 

lot of different combination of use cases. Before SDP, every one of them was a middle 

box. With SDP, we are o�ering a common programmable middle box for every different 

feature set. Network developers or managers will be able to combine different features 

into one middle box in a dynamic fashion. SDN paradigm and SDP middle box are able 

to create one uniform platform which can hosts multiple features in an efficient way. 



Using hardware accelerators on the SDP, the encryption operation completed in half time 

[18]. This result shows us to manipulating the flow in the middle box is a better way than 

doing on the controller or Northbound application. 

iii. Usage Example 

For helping the developers we developed an ICMP example. In this example we 

demonstrated how to create a network sensor. Network sensor monitors ICMP packets 

targeted to our predefined target. If network sensor catch an ICMP packets, it creates a 

UDP packet to our recording application. Our recording applications decodes packets and 

process them. After processing is done, it places a marker on the map with its 

geographical location. This example can be used for checking the ICMP packet also it 

can be modified for other protocols. With this small modification, we can monitor our 

clients’ origin countries. We also demonstrated this application at GEC18 [14]. We 

received a good feedback and we thought of creating a test bed for GENI experimenters. 

This test bed will create a huge opportunity to discover the possibilities provided by Dell 

SDP. Our poster on the demonstration is included in Figure 3 below. 



 

Figure 3 GEC16 Dell SDP Poster 
 

iv. Enabling SDP on GENI 

Global Environment for Network Innovation (GENI) enables advanced network 

science and engineering (NSE) experiments [28]. The testbed is equipped with OpenFlow 

(OF) capable switches as well as compute resources that enable deployment of virtual 

instances for OF-capable forwarding elements. Many SDN (Software-Defined 

Networking) experiments in the NSE field are enabled with such a setup. Shortly, for an 

end-to-end application, forwarding path is programmed either by (i) writing flows into 

the GENI meso-scale OF network or (ii) through programming of the virtual forwarding 

elements. As a result, an end-to-end application (e2e-app) flow is presumed in a network 



research experiment. Such an application either proactively sets up a flow path using the 

testbed tools or has the means to interact with a northbound application (app) to 

manipulate the path in a pseudo-reactive manner. These two experimental choices are 

illustrated in Figure 4. Namely, in the first case, a northbound app may be used to insert 

flows into the forwarding elements as the e2e-app dictates. The experiment topology will 

change accordingly. The second case refers to the path setup before the experiment with 

possibly multiple choices depending on the e2e-app. The path-specific flows are readily 

available within forwarding elements. A northbound app is not needed. 

Currently in GENI environment, most of the usable resources are compute resources 

and OpenFlow capable hardware switches. If an experimenter wants to use OpenFlow 

capable hardware switches, it needs to follow specific rules defined in the GENI Wiki. 

These rules brings some limitation. In Figure 4, we are describing a layout of a generic 

network experiment. All blocks are compute resources (VM or bare metal) reserved with 

GENI Aggregate manager.  



 

Figure 4 SDN experiments on GENI: program or activate per match. 
 

However, not all e2e-apps may be interested in only the setup of paths in the 

forwarding plane. Especially if there are hardware-accelerated services available on 

middleboxes, the applications may benefit from activating them on their flow. Modern 

Intel CPUs have new AES instruction set for use with packet encryption, but this is just 

one specific encryption algorithm. In current mature NPU technologies, hardware-

accelerated services include encryption, compression, TCP acceleration, deep packet 

inspection (DPI), and cyclic redundancy check (CRC) calculation [9]. SDN separates the 

control plane from the data plane. Therefore, exploring the usage of such services on the 

path of the flow instead of at end points is possible with a more unified coordination in 

the control plane. Such directions in research investigations will be made possible with 

the integration of such a box on the GENI testbed. 



Chapter 3 Network Processing Unit in GENI 

To enable SDN experiments that program manipulation of flows on their path, we 

deployed a foreign box into GENI testbed with such manipulation capabilities. The box is 

a Dell SDP switch that is composed of a Dell PowerConnect 7024 with an internal 

physical connection (through a 10 Gbps XAUI - a standard for extending the XGMII (10 

Gigabit Media Independent Interface) Attachment Unit Interface) to a sub-unit, Network 

Processor Unit (NPU), by Cavium Networks. Hosting an OpenvSwitch on the NPU with 

open hosting of Linux applications enables SDN experiments.  

1. Dell SDP Architecture 

SDP platform creates an alternative view to the networking devices. SDP platform 

includes two separate data planes: one macro data plane (PowerConnect 7024) and a 

micro data plane (Octeon I by Cavium Networks). The connection between macro and 

micro data plane is a XAUI interface which is capable of 10Gbps [9]. NPU creates a new 

platform to host applications that may utilize hardware-accelerated encryption, 

compression, and TCP processing.  

The architecture of SDP allows an application to process packets in a flow on a 

designated virtual interface. The virtual interface on a virtual switch hosted on the NPU 

acts as the link to the application that may manipulate the flow. In this respect, there are 

three main components to the platform: 

1)  A switch chassis (the Dell PowerConnect 7024) 



2) A NPU-based OF switch using OpenvSwitch in the Linux user space (in our case, this 

is a Cavium Octeon Plus CN52XX) 

3) Connectivity between the OF switch and NPU unit within the chassis of switch unit 

Once a flow has been directed to the NPU, the OVS on the NPU will forward this 

flow to an application on a designated virtual interface. The match/action on the specific 

flow is assumed as programmed proactively to enable manipulation of the flow using 

such an application on the NPU. The output of such an application will be transmitted 

back to the OVS, and then through XAUI, to the physical egress port on chassis. 

Components and connectivity is illustrated in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 The SDP architecture is built on Dell PowerConnect switch with a Cavium NPU.  

2. Integration with Aggregate Managers 

University of Houston’s GENI rack is part of the ExoGENI program. Therefore, we 

decided to start working with the ExoGENI team for this integration. Since the rack is 

physically at UH campus, the testing and deployment efforts have been easily 

coordinated with the UH IT staff.  

Adding a new exotic device into ExoGENI platform had its challenges. We 

experienced the view of GENI System Administrators rather than the Network 



Administrators. As the deployment efforts were one box at a time and it is not feasible to 

make such a box available on every link/path possible in GENI, we decided to pick a path 

between specific compute nodes on the UH GENI rack to physically connect the box. 

This decision is a system-level perspective to achieve our goal in the most streamlined 

manner. Since GENI may lend experimenters the opportunity to create any kind of edge-

to-edge topologies, such a deployment would serve SDN experimenters’ needs. 

Deployment’s implication on topology is in Figure 6. We used the GENI-enabled 

possible SDN experimentation topology presentation by Brinn at GEC18 [23] [24]. 

3. Physical Constraints during Integration 

Connecting a physical device into existing system requires compatible hardware 

components. First constraint was the power cables. They are designed to work in 

different conditions then our regular cables. Our regular cables were IEC 60320-C13. 

Power Distribution Unit were using IEC 60320-C20. We searched converter cables as 

adaptors. The Voltage limits of power supply included in the SDP device is compatible 

with the ExoGENI rack’s 110V-240V.  

 Network connectivity between SDP unit and ExoGENI rack switch required two 

interfaces: for SDP unit that housed the Octeon NPU a management and a data plane 

interface. The management switch in the ExoGENI rack is an IBM G8052 and the data 

plane switch is an IBM G8264. The data plane switch is using an SPF connector and SDP 



unit is using the RJ45. We purchased an IBM SFP-RJ45 transceiver as rquired in the data 

sheet and established network connectivity. 

Figure 6 Placement of the SDP box within the University of Houston ExoGENI rack. 
 

To be able to manage the NPU in emergency cases such as no network 

connectivity, we also established an out-of-band serial console connectivity with a USB 

Serial Console adaptor. We run across some problems with this USB serial console on 

Head Node. Because of the chipset of the adapter, it is a slow and unreliable connection. 

Figure  shows the placement of the SDP box in UH ExoGENI rack. 

 We demonstrated the function of the integration during GENI Engineering 

Conference (GEC) #18 [14]. We have demonstrated initial design efforts and SDN 

experimentation possibilities in such a box during GEC17 [15]. During GEC18 demo, we 

connected our SDP unit with two bare metal nodes of ExoGENI and demonstrated ICMP 

ping application where the ping requests to a web server are converted into HTTP request 

messages so that the server may display a location for the pinging host on a world map.  



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7 The ORCA Flukes shows the two bare-metal nodes, UH8 and UH9. They are connected 
through the SDP box. 

 

Currently, our SDP unit is not visible in the ORCA Flukes interface. However, when one 

requests resources from the two bare-metal nodes named UH8 and UH9, they will be 

connected through SDP unit. Hence, on ORCA Flukes, the topology will look like shown 

in Figure 7.  

Aggregate Managers are required to regain the machine access from current 

experimenter when necessary. For example, IBM Servers have out-of-band management 

console to physically reboot the server. This action will return the machine access to 

Aggregate Manager. SDP box does not have an out-of-band management console. The 

only way to manage is through SSH connections to the SDP unit. In the case of lost 

network connectivity, someone physically will need to go into the server room and 

connect the serial cable to fix the SDP unit. As a remedy, we have purchased a remote-



controlled power distribution unit (PDU) to connect SDP sub-unit, CyberPower 

PDU15M8FNET [21]. The integration of the PDU within ORCA resource management 

system is in progress. 

4. Possible Network Connections 

The network connection with our SDP unit is not effective in the GENI meso-

scale OF network. We are proposing 3 different network connectivity options to 

ExoGENI rack and GENI meso-scale network. These will be explained in three mutually 

exclusive sub-sections. Experimenters may choose one to establish a connection. 

The reason to have multiple connection options is that there is no unified and 

accepted framework within the SDN community on how to control internal routing 

decisions within switches such as the Dell SDP box where there is a sub-unit. Such 

discussions have taken place in meetings with the Open Networking Foundation where 

architecture working groups may make modifications to the OpenFlow standard 

accordingly [20].  

5. One Input and One Output Physical Connection 

An experimenter may setup separate connections for input and output. Input and 

output ports will dictate bindings for the SDP or NPU to a specific user. Hence, the user’s 

application will run for flows through specific input/output ports of the SDP switch. This 

is the highest isolation for an experimenter’s configuration. However, such a connectivity 



cannot be shared by other users. During the course of a user’s experiment, the SDP box 

will be dedicated to this user. Consequently, the bare-metal compute resources are also 

going to be dedicated to this specific user.  

6. Separate VLAN for Input and Output 

VLANs are easy way to partition the network connections. One physical 

connection can carry multiple VLANs. In this case, one VLAN will be used for receiving 

packets and another VLAN will be used for transmitting packets. The bindings to the 

VLANs will be possible through flow definitions within the OVS so that specific 

applications may be connected to specific incoming flows using virtual ports. The 

outgoing flows (after application’s processing) will be forwarded using the transmitting 

VLANs. The setup with VLANs partitions the network connectivity. However, a VLAN 

awareness up to the compute resources will be necessary. ORCA can reserve such 

resources with VLAN assignments in the network connectivity. Such bindings will need 

to be made possible by ORCA resource management and connection establishment for 

the experimenters.  With this mechanism the experimenters are limited to untagged 

network frames, therefore the network experiment with VLAN tags are not possible. 

7. Same Physical Connection for Input and Output 

Our network connections are duplex. We can receive and transmit using same 

physical connection. ExoGENI switch will forward packets into our SDP and receive 

packets from our SDP using same physical connection. In this case, the experimenter will 



specify a flow match criterion to forward to its flows to the application hosted on the SDP 

NPU for processing. This may be the most flexible resource sharing mechanism for the 

network connectivity with the SDP box. 

We have demonstrated various connection options for the SDP within GENI 

testbed using the demo poster in Figure 8. These options have been analyzed for their 

relevance and ease of access. Most importantly, testbed physical infrastructure constraints 

have been the main roadblock in realization of such an integration. Our work with Dell 

and other vendors is continuing to get such an integration accomplished. 

 

Figure 8. Network Processor Unit integration options within GENI. 
 



8. Procedures for the Aggregate Manager 

Mainly there are 3 steps to prepare our SDP unit for a new experimenter. NPU 

supports network-based loading of the firmware. In our case, we are using DHCP and 

TFTP methods to load the firmware. If the DHCP/TFTP method fails, it boots internal 

firmware from SD card. When the Linux kernel loaded with this method, it will get the 

actual root file system location which is located in NFS folder on the server. 

i. Preparing for Boot 

We have a working base image customized to run on our NPU. When a new 

experimenter created a new slice with our resources, we will create a clone of this base 

image. After cloning process completed, we will create a user for the experimenter. We 

will fetch the experimenter’s public key from GENI portal and place inside of the 

experimenter’s user folder. Until this step, if there are no error messages, DHCP service 

can be configured to provide the location of NFS folder. 

ii. Boot up the SDP Unit 

When preparation is complete, we will send power ON message to the PDU. Boot 

process takes approximately 30 seconds. When connection is successful, we will continue 

to process the experimenter provided post-boot script. Post-boot script will configure the 

SDP unit according to experimenter’s needs with configurations for the application 

hosted on NPU. 



iii. Tear Down the Experiment 

This is the last step in the lifecycle of an experiment. In either case of a completed 

or a timed-out experiment as notified by the Aggregate Manager, we need to tear down 

the experiment and return the resources to the resource pool. For SDP Unit, we need to 

send power OFF signal to the PDU. We will make sure by sending ping messages. Power 

off process takes approximately 30 seconds. When the SDP Unit powered off, we will 

remove the DHCP configuration and we will erase the firmware clone from the NFS 

folder. 

iv. RSPEC Considerations 

Currently, our method shares the same RSPEC (resource specification methods in 

the testbed) namespace with ExoGENI ORCA framework. We did not come across with 

a reason to write a specification for the SDP unit. 

9. Programming Data Plane Flows 

The application development for the SDN innovation framework is no different 

from development of an application in the Linux platform. Using the SDP platform, an 

application can be run on the flows instead of the end-to-end application development 

that has been traditionally called “network programming.” SDP platform revolutionizes 

the way we will see network programming by bringing the applications down onto 

network devices when an application’s performance, demands, and security concerns 

dictate so. 



SDP applicable innovation framework can be practiced in coursework and app 

development through these 3 phases. 

i. Idea Phase 

Idea generation for applications on a network node may not be intuitive at first. 

Since network programming practice focuses on realization of applications from one end 

point to another end point, what can be done on packets while they are in transit to their 

destination? OpenFlow protocol allows for identification of flows that belong to a 

particular application’s data transaction – as opposed to the traditional packet-by-packet 

transmission perspective in networking. Therefore, a platform such as the SDP may open 

the door to innovations in the way applications interact with the network. 

The idea phase of application development should focus on investigating what 

applications can benefit from running on a network device rather than at the end point. 

Determine the feasibility of such an application’s compute, memory, and 

bandwidth requirements on a switch platform within an NPU versus running on the end 

point. A successful application will reduce the load on end systems carrying out the 

network functions while promising to leverage the hardware accelerators on the NPU 

units within the resource limitations. Network programming has never been realized on a 

true network node such as the SDP platform before. Therefore, any end point application 

can be ported into an SDP network node as long as an OpenFlow compatible flow 

definition is possible for the input and output of an application program. 



ii. Identify Flows 

Define an input and an output flow for the chosen application based on the 

OpenFlow standard’s flow definition. The application manipulates the flow of packets in 

some form to achieve a performance, monitoring, or revision. Some applications may run 

on almost all flows such as the case for a deep-packet-inspection on an SDP switch. On 

the other hand, some applications may only be specific to a particular one flow such as 

the case for encryption of a particular transaction in a security situation. In any case, 

application developers will determine what flows will have to be forwarded to the virtual 

port associated with the application so that the packets of those flows may be input to the 

application running on NPU. The current OF standard lists the following as flow match 

fields [7]. 

iii. Development Phase 

The application can be developed based on what actions would be performed on 

the particular flow. The actions are dependent on hardware accelerators available on the 

NPU as well as the particular flows desired to be ported onto the NPU rather than 

processed at the ordinary OpenFlow switch section of the SDP switch. 

SDP architecture enables a mechanism to leverage hardware-accelerated functions 

such as DPI, compression, and encryption. With the assignment of a virtual port to the 

OpenFlow switch implementation on the NPU, flows are subjected to the pre-

programmed actions (applications) on the NPU. For this purpose, an application 



developer may consider matching fields of packets according to what kinds of actions are 

desirable on the SDP platform. For example, a compression of the flow may be realized 

by picking flows that are specifically streaming video. With OF protocol, such a match 

criterion may be a set of streaming server source IP addresses and port numbers. 

Although the action setup by the controller is “forward to the virtual interface,” the flow 

goes through the compression application on the NPU and is compressed before being 

forwarded to a physical output port. In this respect, the OpenFlow protocol is extended 

without utilizing a formal extension to the standard. 

iv. Possible Use Cases 

The possible use cases with NPU hardware accelerators lack a rigorous scientific 

exploration process to determine the feasibility and efficacy. Here we take a stab at the 

possibilities from a practical perspective: there are mature technologies in NPU 

development; hardware accelerators help with network functions in feature support; 

therefore, if there are programmability technologies available, would these sub-units 

improve networking?  

A systematic approach can be taken to utilize the mature hardware acceleration 

functions in NPUs. We would like to walk through all such possible capabilities to 

explore network function options. However, we believe the research is still pending in 

how effective and optimal it would be to utilize such middleboxes (in this case, NPUs) on 

the path of the flow, rather than the traditional end-node processing. We intend to 



continue such research investigations as part of our effort. In this respect, deployment of 

such boxes on GENI will enable research in network programming experiments of 

manipulation of flows on the path of the flow rather than at end points. Figure 9 shows 

the generic topology setup and deployment option for such network programming 

research investigations. More specialized deployment options may be required and they 

are outside the scope of this thesis: for example, internal routing of flows in such a switch 

with a sub-unit is still an open research question to be investigated. 

v. Encryption 

In our daily networking life, we are using Virtual Private Network (VPN). Most 

VPN applications are heavily dependent to encryption. With SDP, an experimenter can 

create VPN connections transparent to compute nodes. This approach will leverage the 

encryption accelerators and remove the CPU load created by VPN application. As a 

result, compute nodes will be able to process more data. We demonstrated this work 

during GEC15 [24]. During our network experiments, we were looking for a feedback 

mechanism for a specific network event. For example, an ICMP request to our server 

should produce a HTTP request to our monitoring system. Our monitoring system 

produces a location point of a sender on a map. We demonstrated this work during 

GEC16 [25].  

The modern and mature NPUs have Encryption module to use with network 

requirements. As well as this encryption module can be used to load the encryption 



module to network devices. This method can be moved between SDP switches easily and 

would be transparent to the end user. This means we can provide Encryption as a Service 

(EaaS) or as a virtualized network function (NFV). EaaS can be used to encrypt whole 

packet with our private key and our chosen methodology, or can be used to encrypt in 

similar way to network standards. For example HTTP Load Balancers decrypt SSL/TLS 

packets before sending the HTTP Servers. This process is done in the commodity 

hardware and is limited by the hardware capabilities. The same process can be on NPU 

and this process will be logically centralized with SDN paradigm as shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. Example Topology. 
vi. Deep Packet Inspection 

NPUs also typically have Deep Packet Inspection modules. DPI module is a main 

component in the network firewall applications. Firewall applications may identify the 

flow with DPI and decide on the action to allow/deny. While this DPI module can be 

useful to develop a firewall application transparent to user and distributed in network 

devices, this module also can be useful to develop newer OpenFlow protocols. On the 



OpenFlow version 1.3, Open Networking Foundation introduced OXM (OpenFlow 

Extensible Matching) with Type, Length, and Value. The NPU can be used to implement 

such a matching algorithm while utilizing DPI. 

vii. Compression 

All network connections have limited capabilities by design. This limitation is 

more important in mobile networks. Mobile network devices can route through a SDP-

capable paths in a compressed channel, while also utilizing encryption and then forward 

to uplink. As an example Opera and Chrome applications in mobile environment are 

using Data Compression and they are claiming reduction in the size of web pages by 50% 

[26]. With SDP the compression may happen in the network element itself.  

viii. Intrusion Prevention 

Firewalls are limited in sensing intrusion attempts. Intrusion attempts would 

happen through the flow of packets inside the network although they may be allowed by 

the firewall. The pattern match hardware accelerator can be used to compare intrusion 

signatures with the Intrusion Detection System database. After detecting prevention can 

be done easily [27]. In addition, a distributed sensing for intrusion detection may be 

possible to implement using the virtualization of such a network function. 

ix. TCP Acceleration 

TCP state machine running on the commodity hardware is a bottleneck for low 

latency applications. As an example, High Performance Computing Clusters are using 



InfiniBand to eliminate the latency created by Ethernet/TCP. Utilization of SDP 

frameworks can allow UDP applications to be encapsulated inside of the TCP without 

adding any latency. 

All these examples are transparent to the end user and highly manageable, this is a 

huge benefit for Data Center networks. Data Center networks are not as stable as 

Company networks. Tenants have changing demands of the network and the networking 

requirements may be modified in real-time. Monitoring the networking events in 

thousands of machine can be difficult with one physical machine. If every top of rack 

switch is equipped with SDP, the monitoring load can be distributed easily between the 

switches. 

These examples are also doable with commodity hardware found in the compute 

nodes or a northbound application on top of a controller. Commodity hardware is not 

designed to do network processing. They are capable of processing network packets but 

not efficient as NPUs. However, to our knowledge, there are no at-scale research 

investigations on the expected performance improvements for such approaches as 

outlined in this section.  

  



Chapter 4 Personal Computers as Switching Hardware 

Every person touched a computer knows Moore Law. According to Moore’s Law, 

every two years, the number of transistors in a dense integrated circuit doubles. From 

1971 to 2011, this educated guess was correct. However at 2011 the increase slowed and 

new prediction is every three years it will double. The growth of transistors means we can 

process more data in less duration. According to Moore’s second law, the cost was 

decreasing. So if we combine together, power increase while cost is decreasing. We have 

seen this trend in personal computers. This led us to use personal computers to use on 

every job related to information technology. We have started to use as servers, gaming 

consoles, media centers. We also started to host virtual machines inside of computers. 

One computer can host a lot of virtual machines. Virtual Machines need a communication 

channel to outside. We cannot put a physical switch into a personal computer. So as a 

solution we are placing a software switch in every server.  

Important hardware components of Software switch are the Network Interface 

Card, CPU and memory. The communication channel between these components is 

Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI). The application that runs on these 

components, forwards network packets to their destinations. These hardware components 

affect the performance of software switch. If the hardware is not fast enough, software 

will not be able to reach the line rate [4]. 



1. Software Switches 

i. Operational Phases of Software Switches 

In this subsection we will explain Operational Phases. Operational Phases of 

Software switching divide into two like hardware switches. These are Pipeline and 

Input/Output Mechanism. Pipeline is like the brain of software switch. It decides what to 

do with the packet. Input/Output Mechanism takes packets from NIC and forwards to 

Pipeline and in reverse takes from Pipeline to put into target NIC. 

The pipeline is the brain of a software switch. It takes decisions about what to do 

with the packet. It does the required modifications and required calculations. Most of the 

software switches have two paths in the pipeline. First path is fastpath. In this path, it 

checks already calculated decisions and applies the same decision. Second path is 

slowpath. In this path, it tries to make a decision for the first time for the kind of match 

required for a specific packet header. This path can be complex according to networking 

function. Layer 2 forwarding can be a simple example. In Layer 2 forwarding, there is 

MAC table comparisons. If there is no entry in the MAC table it forwards to every port. 

ii. Implementation and Performance 

Earlier we mentioned inner parts of software switches, now we will explain the 

various implementations of Software Switches. These are all open source and 



community-driven project. For example, OpenvSwitch is the governing software switch 

in VMware systems used in major data center operations around the world.  

• Open vSwitch http://openvswitch.org/  

• xDPd https://xdpd.org/  

• LINC http://flowforwarding.github.io/LINC-Switch/ 

Each of them has different hardware and software requirements. We will try to explain 

each of them separately and similar fashion. 

Open vSwitch 

OpenvSwitch took linux bridge module as a foundation and fixed its bugs and 

added more features. OpenvSwitch is open source and also supported on Linux and 

FreeBSD operating systems. In the beginning developers formed Nicira and later 

VMware bought Nicira. It is developed with C language and it is using the Apache 

License 2.0. OpenvSwitch has a kernel module and it has a database daemon ovsdb. 

OpenvSwitch runs on user space and kernel space. It is also capable of OpenFlow version 

1.0 and higher while also supporting a learning legacy switch mode when relevant. 

eXtensible DataPath daemon 

eXtensible DataPath daemon, in short xDPd, is developed by BISDN. They 

designed this software switch for extensibility. It is open source and it choices C++ for 

development. It is using the Mozilla License 2.0. xDPd uses MMAP for mapping kernel 



rings to user space. xDPd runs on user space with root privileges. It is also capable of 

OpenFlow version 1.2 and 1.3. xDPd is still under heavy development. 

LINC 

LINC is developed by FlowForwarding. It is open source and it uses erlang for 

development. It is using the Apache License 2.0. Erlang programming language is known 

for its huge feature set with many inherent distributed systems functions. It is error 

tolerant and has built-in functions to enable many resilience methods into systems. LINC 

also has the same features as Erlang. 

2. Acceleration Methods 

We have implemented acceleration on the xDPd codebase. We had a couple of 

ideas for how we can improve the performance. We could improve the pipeline or we 

could improve the Input/Output mechanism. We decided to improve the Input/Output 

mechanism. 

In the beginning, we tried to figure out what could be the bottleneck. We know 

NETMAP bridge application is able to forward packets at line rate with same hardware, 

so xDPd also should be able forward packets at the line rate. We made our research about 

how can we improve xDPd. We found two bottleneck, the linux networking stack and the 

actual hardware. 



i. Changing Linux Network API 

The Linux Network API is very portable and runs on every hardware. But it has 

few limitations. Developers of packet capture softwares found out of limitations of 

network stack. They developed to replace the existing stack with a fast frameworks. 

Netmap 

NETMAP is a fast packet I/O framework for high speed network applications. It 

has a kernel module for FreeBSD and Linux. Netmap can support high speed network 

applications. These applications can be tra�c generators, monitors, software switches and 

network middleboxes. 

NETMAP has a list of supported NICs. The unsupported NICS can be used 

through emulated mode. NETMAP can process packets at line rate 10G (14Mpps).  

More information can be found at http://info.iet.unipi.it/~luigi/netmap/ 

PF RING 

PF RING is developed by the ntop company. They produced PF RING for packet 

capture. They released three version of the PF RING. These are PF RING (vanilla), PF 

RING DNA, and PF RING ZeroCopy. PF RING can also run on ARM CPU architecture. 

PF RING utilization requires a license from Ntop Company. [5]  

More information can be found at http://www.ntop.org/products/pf_ring/ 



PFQ 

PFQ is designed to answer parallel processing needs. It is highly optimized for 

multi-core architecture. It leverages the network devices equipped multiple hardware 

queues. It provides multi-language development environment. It has a kernel module and 

a user space library. User-space libraries includes native bindings for C, C++11, Haskell. 

PFQ developers advertise PFQ is capable of process 14.8 million packets per second with 

3 kernel threads.  

More information can be found at http://pfq.github.io/PFQ/ 

Intel DPDK 

Intel Data Plane Development Kit is a set of libraries and drivers for fast packet 

processing on x86 platforms. It runs in kernel space and user space. To be able to use, 

you need to have Intel NIC. Intel DPDK leverages Intel CPU and NIC features at 

maximum capabilities. Intel DPDK website advertise it is capable of processing 160 

million frames per second of 64 byte packets.  

More information can be found at http://dpdk.org/ 

 

 

  



Chapter 5 Netmap Integration for xDPd 
We choose NETMAP for our experiment. We replaced the MMAP function and 

integrated NETMAP into xDPd. Our main goal was improving the total packet 

forwarding throughput and decreasing the instruction count needed to forward one 

packet. We tried to increase the total throughput to as close as Open vSwitch.  

Netmap uses ring system for storing the packets. It also queries the hardware and 

creates multiple queues for each hardware queues. For example Intel Network Interface 

Cards creates hardware queues according to CPU count. Netmap is able to use all of the 

hardware queues existed in the Network Interface Card. Figure 10 shows Netmap data 

structure. 

 

Figure 10 Netmap Data Structure 
 

We took the existing xDPd functions (Figure ) and replace with Netmap 

equivalents (Figure ). With this integration, we replaced MMAP (bufferpool) and Packet-



in RING (datapacket_storage). With the replacement of two class, we targeted to reach 

zero-copy in the xDPd. We are showing the details in Figure 11 and Figure 12. 

 

Figure 11 xDPd Existing Functions 
 

xDPd constructed with multiple building blocks. These blocks are designed to be 

do their job so that they can be replaced easily. If the connections between blocks are not 

disrupted, the whole system will continue to work. 

In Figure 10, we tried to explain the path of network packet going through xDPd 

modules. When a new network packet comes first it accepted in NIC and placed inside of 

NIC buffer. NIC places inside of the NIC Ring. Linux kernel takes it from NIC buffer 

and it places in the system memory for processing. xDPd copies the whole network 

packet to user-space memory area. After this step, xDPd can access and modify the 

network packet. xDPd parses the network packet and tries to decide what to do with 

pipeline. When xDPd make decision, it puts back to kernel buffer and the rest handled by 

operating system. 



 

Figure 12 xDPd+Netmap Integration 
 

The Netmap integration was planned to reduce the memory intensive operations. 

We suspected the copying whole network packet into user space can be the problem. We 

searched the memory copy operations in xDPd source code. Most of the memory copy 

operations where located in the MMAP copy and Packet-In RING (Figure 11). We 

bypassed those blocks and also we replaced kernel buffer with Netmap kernel module. 

We know this integration leverages the existed hardware capabilities through modified 

Netmap Ethernet drivers. 

  



Chapter 6 Measurement Setup 

1. Expected Theoretical Limits 

Before we start explaining the measurements, we would like to explain what is 

our goal and what are we trying to accomplish. The Ethernet technology has defined and 

standardized as IEEE 802.3. Ethernet standard includes the main definitions of how a 

connection works. Ethernet standard doesn’t limit actual physical cable used for 

connection but it defines frame structure, error checking and addressing. IEEE 802.3 also 

defines the limitation for maximum possible frames can be transmitted through cable. We 

will call it as line rate. This line rate depends inter-frame gap and actual duration for 

transmit according to frame size. While frame size gets bigger, the maximum possible 

frames transmitted through cable gets smaller [8]. Figure 13 shows theoretical maximum. 

 

Line	  
Speed	  
(Mbps)	   64b	   128b	   256b	   512b	   1024b	   1280b	   1518b	  

10M	   10	   14,880	   8,445	   4,528	   2,349	   1,197	   961	   812	  

100M	   100	   148,809	   84,459	   45,289	   23,496	   11,973	   9,615	   8,127	  

1G	   1000	   1,488,095	   844,594	   452,898	   234,962	   119,731	   96,153	   81,274	  

10G	   10000	   14,880,952	   8,445,945	   4,528,985	   2,349,624	   1,197,318	   961,538	   812,743	  

40G	   40000	   59,523,809	   33,783,783	   18,115,942	   9,398,496	   4,789,272	   3,846,153	   3,250,975	  

100G	   100000	   148,809,523	   84,459,459	   45,289,855	   23,496,240	   11,973,180	   9,615,384	   8,127,438	  
 

Figure 13 Theoretical Maximum for packets per second transmissions. 



2. Hardware Configurations 

Doing scientific measurement in the Personal Computers is a difficult and 

complex procedure. Personal Computers are not designed for scientific experimentation. 

They also were not designed to forward network packets. One of the examples of design 

limitations can be the CPU architecture. We used CPU produced by Intel. Inner part of 

the Intel CPU is hidden from everybody who is not part of the company. This hidden 

architecture obstructs precise calculation of instruction count for forwarding packets. For 

these reasons, we choose to calculate the total forwarding throughput as a whole system. 

We have used 2 Dell Optiplex 9050 with Intel 10G Network interface cards. We 

had a problem with the PCIx slot. As we figure out, Dell released a BIOS update to fix 

this issue. After fixing this issue we connected each Dell machine together with Direct 

Attachment Cable (Figure 14). 

3. Methods and Tools 

Each test constructed with 100 trials and each trial lasted 3 minutes. We run 5 

different packet sizes for xDPd and xDPd with Netmap and these are 64b, 128b, 256b, 

512b and 1500b. With this test method, we are trying to eliminate error produced by 

Linux scheduler. [10] 

Even though NETMAP is a good way to handle network packets, we need a 

specific hardware to use it in our experiment. The previous works shows that with 



required hardware, Netmap can perform at line rate even with a 700 MHz CPU. [11] We 

have used NETMAP packet generator application inside of the examples folder.  

 
Figure 14 Hardware Setup 

  



Chapter 7 Measurement Results 

In this section we will try to explain our out comings from measurements. We 

measured existing solutions and our implementation. While taking measurements, we 

encountered some problems. We will also explain this implications in this section. We 

kept the measurement setup and method same while changing the software under test. 

First, we measured 10G hardware switch to make sure our packet generator is generating 

packets at line rate. Second, we measured unmodified xDPd. Measuring the unmodified 

xDPd is essential to compare and calculate our improvement. Third, we measured Open 

vSwitch. For conclusion we measured our implementation (xDPd+netmap). 

1. 10G Hardware Switch 

We measured our packet generator against a 10G hardware switch. Results are 

good enough to continue measurements. The theoretical maximum is 14.8Mpps and our 

packet generator was able to generate 14.5Mpps. Our linear fit shows that packet 

generator has some noise but mostly stable enough for taking measurements. The results 

can be seen on Figure 15. 



 

Figure 15 Hardware Switch Test Results 
 

2. OVS, xDPd and xDPd+netmap Measurements 

The following figures (Figures 16-18) show that we increased the total throughput 

of xdpd with netmap integration. From linear fit, we can extract that xdpd become more 

stable with netmap integration. But we are still far away from theoretical maximum. For 

64b packet size, the theoretical maximum is 14.8Mpps and Open vSwitch is able to 

perform at 1.6Mpps. The xdpd is forwarding 450Kpps and xdpd+netmap is forwarding 

620Kpps.   In Figure 18, we show the average of our results and standard deviation and 

confidence intervals. 



 

Figure 16 64 Bytes Packet Transmission Test Results
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Figure 17 128 bytes Packet Transmission Test Results 
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Figure 18 1024 bytes Packet Transmission Test Results 
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 64b 128b 1024b 
 xdpd netmap ovs xdpd netmap ovs xdpd netmap ovs 

Average 465416.3 632966.8 1596378.9 446033.6 629185.7 1593394.2 408552.4 614785.2 1190318.0 
Standard 
Deviation 

71948.0 38145.3 18402.7 69161.0 30741.3 23874.4 66758.3 29748.4 12011.5 

95% Confidence 
Interval 

33.6 17.8 8.6 32.3 14.4 11.2 31.2 13.9 5.6 

 
Figure 19 Average, Standard Deviantion and Confidence Intervals of Results 



3. Measurement Analysis 

From measurements, we can see there are some spikes, we assume the reason for these 

spikes are the timestamp accuracy of Linux scheduler. To eliminate this problem, we 

increased the measurement duration to 3 minutes and we waited 1 minute between trials. 

Also measuring the software in Intel architecture is a difficult process. We tried to extract 

the software flow from the xdpd and we created a flow chart (Figure 20). This flow chart 

outlines what is going on inside of the software. It is not clear how many instructions 

would actually take to forward packets. 

 

Figure 20 Software Flow Chart 



Chapter 8 Conclusion and Future Work 

We Implemented NETMAP framework to improve performance of xDPd switch. 

The reason behind this implementation was to be able to forward packets at line rate. 

xDPd was using different I/O approach with MMAP to be able to run on different 

hardware platforms. This I/O approach doesn’t need any specific hardware equipment. 

We reached the problem with an aggressive approach. We thought we should first 

increase the performance and we would later worry about portability. We limited our 

hardware to just Intel Network Interface Cards supported by NETMAP.  

As we mentioned previous chapter, the results have some improvement, but it’s 

still not close to theoretical line rate. We know NETMAP is capable of doing line rate 

since netmap-bridge example. This results lead us to think there is still room for 

improvement in other modules of xDPd. We have some idea which modules can be 

create bottleneck in forwarding performance. First module could be OpenFlow pipeline 

used in xDPd. Second module could be main loop mechanism and thread count used. 

This modules should be evaluated separately.  

While doing performance tests, we have seen huge variance and noise in our 

results. We think the results produced by using personal computers is the beginning of 

the scientific work. As for future work, we could do same performance tests with well 

proven and reliable test devices. These test devices have high precision and reliable event 

timers. 
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